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In this release, we've added some improvements and bug fixes and introduced Jira 9.13
compatibility.

 

Improvements

XLT-2845 Upgrade groovy to version 4. Please find more details in  Versions groovy and in
 Adding basic external script articles.
XLT-3466 Restrict the long name connection to display on edit connection.
XLT-3472 Revoke access button should not be present after access was revoked.
XLT-3511 Rename "pending" status whenever a connection is deactivated.
XLT-3516 Columns copy on the Triggers screen.
XLT-3517 Improved asterisk consistency.
XLT-3521 Improved tables consistency.
XLT-3809 Add a close icon to every modal on the UI.
XLT-3818 Change “Remote Issue URN” to “Remote Entity URN“.
XLT-3878 Verification Confirmed screen improvements.
XLT-4226 Prevent the Outgoing sync and Incoming sync modals from collapsing when
clicking the documentation link.
XLT-4227 Add close icon to module which don't have it.
XLT-4251 Copy button is added in Local and Remote replica.
XLT-4297 Entity Sync status page UI improvements.
XLT-4385 Stamping Visual Mode as BETA.
XLT-4425 Referrer Policy security should be implemented.
XLT-4447 Update Support links in Exalate console.
XLT-4505 Change link in Beta Label.
XLT-4506 Add link to Product Portal in the product footer links.

Bug fixes

XLT-3620 Wrong page when clicking the connection in the sync panel.
XLT-3678 Connections - Action menu out of boundaries.
XLT-3813 Connections - Guide - Buttons focus size differs on each connector.
XLT-3958 Invalid query message icon has different color on each screen on Triggers tab.
XLT-4154 Text inside toast for errors changed after sorting due to addition of the impact on
Errors page.

https://docs.exalate.com/docs/versionsgroovy
https://docs.exalate.com/docs/adding-basic-external-script


XLT-4181 Cropped tooltip for generate invitation and edit connection buttons.
XLT-4300 Script connection Advanced menu hidden.
XLT-4309 No warning message about Evaluation license is expiring.
XLT-4312 Sprints cannot be cleaned up by connection.
XLT-4375 The trigger's entity type is reset from 'Sprint' to 'Issue' when edited.
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